Effect of Protein Adsorption on Alignment of Human Gingival Fibroblasts on Grooved Composite Resin
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Groove patterns on the surface of implants act as an effective barrier to the apical migration of epithelial attachment, after which the grooves facilitate gingival fibroblast attachment. Cell alignment on grooves is largely influenced by the adsorbed protein type. However, cell attachment and cell alignment properties of micro/nano-grooved dental composite resins using osteoblasts and fibroblasts have not been investigated. Further, the effect of saliva-related protein adsorption has not investigated. In this study, we prepared composite resins with grooves that were 2 µm, 1 µm, and 500 nm wide and estimated the effect of pre-coating of some proteins, mainly mucin, on attachment and alignment of human gingival fibroblasts (HGF).

In the cell attachment assay on mucin-coated grooves, the number of attached cells on mucin-coated planar or grooved composite resins was lower compared to that on both composite resins without pre-coating of mucin. Interestingly, the number of attached cells on grooves pre-coated with mucin was 5.7-fold higher than those on planar pre-coated with mucin. Grooves at the micro/nano level may act as a hook for floating cells during the cell attachment assay. Furthermore, the degree of cell alignment was strongly dependent on the pre-coating protein types. The cells were radially spread or round-shaped, but not have sufficient alignment on non-, mucin-, and albumin-coated grooves. Although the cells were attached on the grooves, they were not aligned along the direction of grooves. The cells on fetal bovine serum- or fibronectin-coated grooves exhibited good alignment in the groove direction, particularly on fibronectin-coated grooves. Thus, our patterning method creates an effective seal between soft tissue and dental materials to protect against microorganism invasion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Micro/nano-scaled patterning of the surface of dental implants has been investigated to improve adhesion with soft tissue or to connect to bone. Titanium implants with micro grooves (Laser-Lok; BioHorizons, Atlanta, GA, USA) promote the attachment of fibroblasts and osteoblasts and improve soft-tissue attachment or osseointegration because of the specific micro-textured groove patterns on the titanium surface [1, 2]. The repeated groove patterns on the implant surface act as an effective barrier to the apical migration of epithelial attachment and facilitate gingival fibroblast attachment. Grooved patterning has been applied to the surface of some dental materials containing zirconia [3], silica [4], and alumina [5] to control cellular responses.

Micro/nano-scaled groove structures have been shown to cause many cell types to align along the direction of grooves [6]. The percentage of cell alignment on grooves largely increased in the presence of fetal bovine serum (FBS) or fibronectin in the culture medium [7–9]. The adsorption of adhesive molecules or extracellular matrix on the grooves is considered to be critical. Thus, cell alignment on grooves is largely influenced by the adsorbed protein type. However, the effect of adsorption of saliva-related proteins on grooved dental materials on cell alignment has not been examined in detail.

Dental composite resins are mixtures of acrylic resin and filler particles used as restorative materials to repair defects in teeth. In adhesive systems, composite resin is filled into the cavity of teeth and then light-cured. Some researchers have investigated the cell attachment properties of dental composite resins using fibroblasts or osteoblasts [10, 11] because their biocompatibility enables the reformation of normal tissue attachment between dental material surface and gingival connective tissue. However, saliva adsorption on composite resin during dental treatment sometimes occurs, causing saliva contamination and weakening the adhesive bond strength between the composite resin and tooth [12].

Microbial adhesion to the tooth occurs via salivary pellicle formation on the tooth [13]. Recently, in a study by Frenzel et al., dental composite resins were patterned to estimate the effect of saliva-coated surface microstructures on microbial adhesion properties [14]. Their results showed that the microstructures, which were cubes, linear trapezoid, and flat pyramids, of flowable composite surfaces significantly increased the adhesion of oral bacteria compared to that reported for a flat surface. They observed differences in the number of attached bacteria according to the size and type of the microstructures.

Effective attachment or alignment of gingival fibroblasts to grooved composite resins in the intraoral environment occurs through adherence to soft tissue or blocks invading bacteria. However, cell attachment and cell alignment to micro/nano-grooved composite resins using osteoblasts and fibroblasts have not been investigated. Further, the effect of saliva-related protein adsorption has not investigated. In this study, we prepared composite resins with grooves that were 2 µm, 1 µm, and 500 nm wide and estimated the effect of pre-coating of some proteins, mainly mucin, on attachment and alignment of hu-
man gingival fibroblasts(HGF). We used easily obtainable mucin rather than saliva.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Preparation of grooved composite resins by light-curing

The silicon master molds were purchased from Kyodo International, Inc. (Kawasaki, Japan). The three areas of 5 × 5 mm² used in this study were patterned with grooves/ridges with widths of 2 µm, 1 µm, and 500 nm and a height of 1 µm. Replicas of the master molds were prepared by heat-pressing on a glycol-modified polyethylene terephthalate film (G-PET; Sawada Platec Co., Ltd., Saitama, Japan) with the silicon master mold using a compact heating press (AH-1TC, ASONE corp., Osaka, Japan) at 105°C for 4 min under a pressure of 2 MPa. Grooved composite resins at the micro/nano level were prepared according to the method for micro-structuring of light-curing flowable composite resin with silicone template reported by Frenzel [14]. First, a micro cover glass (thickness No. 5, 24 × 24 mm², Matsunami Glass Ind., Ltd., Osaka, Japan) was treated with ceramic primer (GC Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The ceramic primer was applied for approximately 100 mg of flowable composite resin paste (Es- telite flow quick; Tokuyama Dental Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The ceramic primer was applied for 20 s, and then excess primer was wiped and removed. Approximately 100 mg of flowable composite resin paste (Estelite flow quick; Tokuyama Dental Corp., Tokyo, Japan) was applied to the cover glass. Subsequently, the G-PET replica mold (20 × 20 mm²) was added and pressed with a 5-mm transparent acrylic block with a smooth surface. Light-curing was carried out for 20 s by an LED light curing unit (JetLite 5000, J. Morita Corp., Tokyo, Japan). To evaluate the effect of irradiation time, composite resins were light-cured for 5, 10, 20, or 40 s. The resulting grooved composite resin was carefully peeled off from the G-PET mold. Prior to the cell attachment assay, the grooved composite resin was fixed on a tissue culture dish and sterilized under UV irradiation for 4 min.

B. Characterization of the surface of grooved composite resins

Prior to scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging, the grooved composite resin was coated with Pt-Pd using a sputtering apparatus (E-1030; Hitachi High-Tech Fielding Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The surface morphology of the grooves was observed using SEM (S-4000; Hitachi High-Tech Fielding Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The surface topography and roughness of the sputtered groove was analyzed with a 3D laser scanning confocal microscope (VK-X200; Keyence Corp., Osaka, Japan). The average surface roughness(Ra) was measured on six grooved areas (10 × 10 µm²/field). The Ra roughness parameter was calculated as the mean ± standard error based on the standard defined in JIS B0601:2001 (Japanese Industrial Standards, No. B0601).

C. Cell attachment assay of HGF on pre-coated grooves

To estimate the cell attachment ability to patterned composite resin using HGFs (Cosmo Bio Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), we carried out modified cell adhesion testing as previously reported [15, 16]. Briefly, the grooves in a 3.5-cm tissue culture dish were pre-coated with 2 mL of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) containing mucin (mucin from bovine submaxillary glands, Sigma-Aldrich), PBS (CELLect™ Silver; MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH, USA), fibronectin (0.1% fibronectin solution, from bovine plasma, Sigma-Aldrich), or albumin (BSA; 7.5 w/v% albumin D-PBS(-) solution, from bovine serum, Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan) at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO₂/95% air atmosphere for 1 h. The final concentration of each protein in the medium was 50 µg/cm² mucin, 10 wt% FBS, 1 µg/cm² fibronectin, or 50 µg/cm² BSA. After the grooved composite resins were washed twice with fresh DMEM medium without serum, HGF was seeded at a density of 27,000 cells/cm² and incubated on pre-coated grooves for 1 h in DMEM without serum. To assess the number of attached cells and cell alignment on the grooves, the attached cells were observed using an optical microscope and by SEM [15, 16]. After incubation, the grooves were rinsed with PBS to remove the non-adhering cells, fixed with a solution of 2.5% glutaraldehyde, and then stained with Giemsa dye. Cell attachment was evaluated from optical microscopic images by counting the number of cells attached to each groove. Values represent the mean number and standard errors of the attached cells calculated from a 7-mm² field of each groove. The results are presented as the mean ± standard deviation of 6 experiments. For SEM observation, the grooves were rinsed with PBS to remove non-adhering cells, fixed with a solution of 2.5% glutaraldehyde, and then dehydrated in a graded series of alcohol (50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, and 100%) following critical-point drying. The grooved composite resin was coated by Pt-Pd sputtering. The morphology of attached cells on the grooves was observed using SEM.

D. Immunofluorescence staining

Immunofluorescence staining of the cells was carried out by a previously described method [17]. Briefly, after 1-h incubation, the attached cells were washed three times in PBS and fixed for 5 min in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. The cells were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min and washed three times in PBS and blocked in 1% BSA for 30 min. After washing with PBS, the cells were incubated with 8 µl of anti-vinculin Alexafluor® 488 for vinculin fluorescence (0.5 mg/ml; eBioScience, San Diego, CA, USA), 4 µl of Acti-stain™ 555 fluorescent phalloidin (14 µM; Cytoskeleton Inc., Denver, CO, USA) for F-actin fluorescence, and 3 µl of DAPI solution (1 mg/ml; Dojindo Laboratories, Kumamoto, Japan) for nuclei fluorescence in 500 µl of PBS containing 1% BSA at 37°C for 1 h and followed by incubation at 4°C overnight. Finally, the specimen was then washed three times.
times in PBS and mounted with fluoro-KEEPER antifade reagent (non-hardening type; Nacalai Tesque, Inc., Kyoto, Japan) and observed with a fluorescence microscope (BZ-9000; Keyence Corp., Osaka, Japan).

E. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 6.05 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). All data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. Statistical differences were analyzed by unpaired t test. A value of $p < 0.05$ was considered statistically significant.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Preparation of grooved composite resin

We prepared micro/nano-scaled grooves with composite resins by light-curing a flowable composite resin using a G-PET replica mold. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. G-PET was selected as the replica mold because of its flexibility, easy preparation of replicas, and oxygen barrier property. SEM images of the patterns revealed the effect of irradiation time on the surface morphology of composite resins (Fig. 2). Although obscure groove shapes were observed at 5 and 10 s curing, clear groove shapes corresponding to the mold were observed at 20 and 40 s curing. Therefore, the composite resin can be cured at 20 s. Using a silicone mold rather than G-PET, the surface of composite resin did not cure because of its oxygen permeability (data not shown). Thus, the oxygen barrier property of the G-PET mold is effective for radical polymerization at the surface of the composite resin. Figures 3(a)-3(c) show the SEM images of grooved composite resins with different widths. Pattern shapes with a width between 2 µm and 500 nm exhibited clear groove shapes. Thus, this method can be applied for small grooves of at least 500 nm. Figures 3(d) and 3(e) show the laser microscope image and sectional analysis of 1-µm grooves. $R_a$ value of 1-µm grooves was $0.44 ± 0.01$ µm. Sectional analysis of the grooves revealed that they were 1.0 µm in both width and height. Shrinkage of the composite resin was not observed. Thus, the resulting groove shapes corresponded to the groove shapes of the mold. Our results for the fine transfer property by patterning using flowable composite resin were similar to those of Frenzel et al. [14]. Dental flowable composite resin is suitable for patterning with micro/nano sized molds because of its high flow properties.

B. Attachment of HGF on mucin-coated grooves

As grooved composite resins are used in the oral environment, cell attachment to the surface of grooved composite resins may be blocked by saliva-coating [12]. Mucin...
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FIG. 4. Cell attachment assay of HGF on grooved composite resins. Groove has a diameter of 1 μm and height of 1 μm. (a) pre-coating, (b) washing, (c) incubation in serum-free medium, and (d) observation of cell attachment and alignment.

FIG. 5. Effect of pre-coating of mucin on attachment of HGF on grooved composite resin. Groove with a diameter of 1 μm and height of 1 μm was used. The groove was pre-coated with mucin; HGF was incubated on the groove in serum-free medium for 1 h. Insets indicate groove direction. Statistical difference was analyzed by unpaired t test (* indicates p < 0.05).

FIG. 6. Effect of pre-coating on alignment of HGF on grooved composite resins. Groove has a diameter of 1 μm and height of 1 μm. HGF was incubated for 1 h. Pre-coated substance (pre-coating concentration in DMEM); (a) non (0%), (b) mucin (50 μg/cm²), (c) FBS (10 wt%), (d) fibronectin (1 μg/cm²), and (e) BSA (50 μg/cm²). Insets indicate groove direction.

FIG. 7. SEM images of attached cells of HGF on pre-coated grooved composite resins. Groove has a diameter of 1 μm and height of 1 μm. HGF was incubated for 1 h. Pre-coating proteins (pre-coating concentration in DMEM) were (a and d) non (0%), (b and e) mucin (50 μg/cm²), and (c and f) fibronectin (1 μg/cm²). Insets indicate groove direction.

acts as a viscoelastic lubricant that coats all surfaces in the oral environment [18]. Thus, easily obtainable mucin was selected as the pre-coating protein rather than saliva in this study. To estimate the cell attachment ability of grooved composite resins, we carried out cell attachment assays of pre-coated grooves using HGF under serum-free conditions (Fig. 4). Figure 5(a) shows the number of attached cells to the planar or grooved composite resins after 1-h incubation. The graph shows that a similarly large number of cells attached to both composite resins (p > 0.05). The optical microscope images of cells revealed a large area and spreading in all directions. These results indicate strong adhesion behavior under serum-free conditions because of the high hydrophobicity of composite resins.

Figure 5(b) shows that the number of attached cells on both composite resins was lower than those without pre-coating were. Their morphology had a small area and round shape. Decreasing HGF attachment on the planar or grooves pre-coated with mucin agrees with the decreased HGF cell attachment to polystyrene coated with mucin or whole human saliva described previously [19]. Mucin may block cell attachment because of its heavily glycosylated glycoproteins. Interestingly, the number of attached cells on grooves pre-coated with mucin was 5.7-fold higher than that on planar pre-coated with mucin was, as shown in Fig. 5b (p < 0.05). Grooves at the micro/nano level may have acted as a hook for floating cells during the cell attachment assay.

C. Alignment of HGF on pre-coated grooves

To estimate the effect of protein adsorption on cell alignment, we carried out a cell attachment assay of HGF on grooves that had been pre-coated with some proteins (Fig. 4). Figure 6 shows the optical microscope images of cells attached to the grooves pre-coated with mucin, FBS, fibronectin, or BSA after 1-h incubation. The degree of cell alignment was strongly dependent on the pre-coating protein types. Cells on non-coated grooves exhibited large areas and radial spreading (Fig. 6(a)). Furthermore, SEM images revealed that the cells were radially spread or round, but did not sufficiently align with the
Non-coated grooves (Figs. 7(a) and 7(d)). In a serum-free medium, non-coated composite resin showed a strong cell attachment ability because of the strong hydrophobicity of composite resin. Although the cells attached to the grooves, they were not aligned along the direction of the grooves. SEM images revealed that a part of the filopodia from the cell body was aligned along the direction of the grooves (Fig. 7(d)). This disregarded alignment of gingival fibroblast cells on composite resin grooves in serum-free conditions was similar to the decreasing percentage of aligned cells using epithelial cells on wider grooves that were 0.4–2 \( \mu m \) width and under serum-free conditions [10]. Figure 8(a) shows immunofluorescence image of the attached cells on non-coated grooves. Some of the cells were a little extended. Their F-actins were aligned in the groove direction, whereas vinculin spots were not observed as shown in Fig. 8(a) magnified inset. It seems to be difficult for the body of cells to extend along grooves. Therefore it is thought that cell alignment is considerably slower in serum-free medium.

The cells on grooves pre-coated with mucin or BSA covered a small area and were round (Figs. 6(b) and 6(e)). The cells extended some filopodia and gripped the mucin-coated grooves, but the cells did not align along the grooves (Fig. 7(b) and 7(e)). The cells were round shape and not largely expanded in Fig. 8(b). Good alignment of F-actin and vinculin spot of the cells were not observed in Fig. 8(b) magnified inset. BSA blocks cell adhesion or protein adsorption. Mucin functions as a lubricant in the oral environment [16]. Thus, pre-coating with mucin or BSA inhibited cell spreading and alignment. Furthermore, the number of attached cells on the planar pre-coated with mucin was considerably lower than that on grooves pre-coated with mucin (Fig. 5(b)). Therefore, the patterning of composite resin can improve cell attachment blocked by saliva contamination in the oral cavity.

Cells on FBS- or fibronectin-coated grooves exhibited good alignment in the groove direction, with particularly strong alignment observed on fibronectin-coated grooves (Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)). Nearly all cells on fibronectin-coated grooves were aligned and showed large spreading areas over some grooves (Figs. 7(c) and 7(f)). F-actins of most cells were aligned in the groove direction in Fig. 8(c). Furthermore, vinculin spots, indicating strong adhesion, in some cells were observed as shown in Fig. 8(c) magnified inset. Previous studies reported alignment of MG-63 cells [8], HGFs [20], dermal fibroblasts [9], epithelial cells [21], HeLa cells, and NIH/3T3 cells [22] on fibronectin-coated grooves. First, the filopodia of attached cells recognized the RGD sequence of fibronectin adsorbed to the ridge surface in the groove/ridge structure. Next, the attached cells form focal adhesions on the edge of the ridge, and then generate actin filaments aligned along the direction of the grooves [8]. Under typical culture conditions, cell alignment was also observed in medium supplemented with FBS. Fibronectin is known as an extracellular adhesion molecule in FBS and is a key component for cell attachment and cell alignment on the grooves.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We prepared composite resins with grooves that had widths of 2 \( \mu m \), 1 \( \mu m \), and 500 nm and estimated the effect of pre-coating with various proteins on attachment and alignment of HGFs. The cells on grooves pre-coated with mucin covered a small area and were round, but the cells did not align along the grooves. Furthermore, the number of cells attached on the grooves pre-coated with mucin was considerably higher compared to that of planar pre-coated with mucin. Therefore, patterning of composite resin can improve cell attachment in mucin solution. However, bacterial adhesion may be promoted on grooved composite resins [14]. It may be necessary to use antibacterial agents mixed with grooved composite resin. Furthermore, our patterning method can be used to effectively seal the soft tissue and dental materials to protect against microorganism invasion [20, 23]. In the future, we will apply the surface modification of the tooth by patterning the seal between composite resin and soft tissue (Fig. 1).
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